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Justine Larbalestier says that zombies are our own walking deaths. Funny, grim, and terrifying, they

cannot be escaped. Unicorns are sparkly and pastel and fart rainbows.Holly Black says that

unicorns are healers, arbiters of justice, and, occasionally, majestic man-killers. Zombies drool and

shed and probably carry diseases.Some of todayâ€™s finest writers have chosen their side,

creating dazzling stories about both creatures. So listen on, and decide for yourself:Are you Team

Zombie or Team Unicorn?Team Unicorn: edited by Holly BlackFeaturing authors Kathleen Duey,

Meg Cabot, Garth Nix, Margo Lanagan, Naomi Novik, and Diana PeterfreundTeam Zombie: edited

by Justine LarbalestierFeaturing authors Libba Bray, Alaya Dawn Johnson, Cassandra Clare,

Maureen Johnson, Carrie Ryan, and Scott Westerfeld
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I've been looking forward to this one for awhile. I had read books by some of the authors, but not all

- there are a lot of stories in this one! The running commentary from Black & Larbalestier was funny,

too. I think I'd have to give it to Team Zombie, in the end, but I did find a few Unicorn stories that I

liked.The Highest Justice by Garth Nix - haven't read any Nix books before. This one has a unicorn

and a zombie, so maybe its best that it starts the collection. I liked it, not spectacular but still a good

one.Love Will Tear Us Apart by Alaya Dawn Johnson - half-zombie boy falls for boy who has his

own killer secrets; I liked this one, it drew me in and although the zombie-mind is not a happy one, I

found myself rooting for them.Purity test by Naomi Novik - Loved this one, very funny. A unicorn

needs a virgin to help it on its quest to save baby unicorns, although capable warrior virgins are



hard to find.Bougainvillea by Carrie Ryan - set in the world of Forest of Hands and Teeth, although

with different characters. I can't say that I liked the main character, but she felt very real (which was

probably the unsettling part). I liked the end.A Thousand Flowers by Margo Lanagan - for me the

most disturbing, about what happens after the unicorn and virgin meet up. Not sure how I feel about

this one. The prose was well done, but the subject matter if you thought about it too much was

icky.The Children of the Revolution by Maureen Johnson - this one was all right, taking its cues from

entertainment gossip; a student on the vacation from hell finds herself caring for the children of a

famous, mysterious celebrity. But something isn't quite right with those kids...

The premise of this anthology is genius. Some top young adult fiction writers all writing shorts

stories about zombies or unicorns (a few had both). The way the book was laid out was clever.

Justine and Holly introduce each story with a bit of back and forth about the story. Unfortunately,

that was the best part of the book. (Other than the cover, which is awesome. If you're buying this

book, buy the hardback copy!)The stories just fell way, way short of my expectations. Not everyone

can write a good short story. Short story writing takes a different kind of talent than some of these

trilogy writers possess, sorry to say. Very few of the stories were even decent. They were, for the

most part, lackluster stories. Which is so sad when the topic is Zombies or Unicorns!Carrie Ryan's

story was one of the better of the set. However, her story was simply an extension of her "Forest of

Hands and Teeth" series. She wrote a short story into that framework.Scott Westfeld's story was

another one of the better stories. (Though it left much to be desired.)Diana Peterfreund's story (The

Care and Feeding of Your Baby Killer Unicorn) was probably the best story of the whole book. Even

in short story form, it told a complete story. (A story you found yourself wishing there was a whole

book of to enjoy!)I'll admit, even if someone had told me how bad the book was, I couldn't have

resisted buying it anyway. You're probably like that, too. So go ahead and lower your expectations

way, way down before you buy the book. Lower them to the ground, maybe a little below ground.

Now that your expectations are so low, you'll likely enjoy the book. My expectations were way too

high to enjoy it.Parental blurb (since this is a young adult book): Gore!
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